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Beauty contest 

., Consider the following game among 100 people. Each individual selects a number, 
5;, between 20 and 60 

., Let a_; be the average of the number selected by the other 99 people. i.e. 

a_;= L4; ~-

., The utility function of the ind ividual i is u;(5j, s_;) = 100 - (s; - ~a-;)2 

.,;;..-

Beauty contest 

., Each individua l maximizes his utility, FOC: 

-2(s; - ~a- ;) = 0 

Beauty contest 

., Each individua l maximizes his utility, FOC: 

-2(s; - ~a- ;) = 0 

., Individuals would prefer to select a number that is exactly equa l to 1.5 t imes the 
average of the others 

Beauty contest 

., Each individual maximizes his utility, FO C: 

-2(s; - ~a- ;) = 0 

., Individuals would prefer to select a number that is exactly equa l to 1.5 times the 

.. That is they wou ld like to choose 5; = ~-L; "1'rl ~c) f'- r 7,., G,O\ 
average of the others ~ 
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Beauty contest 

., Each individual maximizes his utility, FOC: 

-2(s; - ~a- ;) = 0 

., Individuals would prefer to select a num . average of the others ber that is exactly equa l to 1.5 t imes the 

., That is they would like to chooses; = ~a- ; 

.. b,t a_; E [20 , 60] 

Beauty contest 

., Each individual maximizes his utility, FO C: 

-2(s; - ~a- ;) ~ 0 

., Individuals would prefer to select a numbe . average of the others r that is exactly equa l to 1.5 times the 

., That is they would like to chooses; = ~a- ; 

.. b,t a_; E [20 , 60] 

., Therefore s; = 20 is domi nated by s; 30 

Beauty contest 

., The same goe f s or any number between 20 (inclusive) and 30 (not included) 

Beauty contest 

., The same goes for any number b . . etween 20 (inclusive) and 30 (not included) 

., Knowing this, all individua ls believe th 
between 30 and 60 (i.e. , a_ ; E [30, 60])t everyone else will select a number 
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Beauty contest 

_.. The same goes for any number between 20 (inclusive) and 30 (not included) 

_.. Knowing this, all individuals believe that everyone else will select a number 
between 30 and 60 i.e., a _ 

_.. Playing a number between 30 and 45 (not including) would be strictly dominated 
by playing 45 

Beauty contest 

_.. The same goes for any number between 20 (inclusive) and 30 (not included) 

_.. Knowing this, all individuals believe that everyone else will select a number 
between 30 and 60 (i.e., a_; E [30, 60]) 

_.. Playing a number between 30 and 45 (not including) would be strictly dominated 
by playing 45 

_.. Knowing this, all individuals believe that everyone else will selp; .a number ~ 

betweeo 45 aod 60 (; ,, a_, E [45, 60] )----Q(, 'S C{_i E:,.L~9--'S ,~o J 

Beauty contest 

_.. The same goes for any number between 20 (inclusive) and 30 (not included) 

_.. Knowing this, all individuals believe that everyone else will select a number 
between 30 and 60 (i.e., a_; E [30, 60]) 

_.. Playing a number between 30 and 45 (not including) would be strictly dominated 
by playing 45 

_.. Knowing this, all individuals believe that everyone else will select a number 
between 45 and 60 (i.e., a_; E [45, 60]) 

_.. 60 would dominate any other selection and therefore all the players select 60. 

~c> 

Beauty contest 

_.. The same goes for any number between 20 (inclusive) and 30 (not included) 

_.. Knowing this, all individuals believe that everyone else will select a number 
between 30 and 60 (i.e., a_; E [30, 60]) 

_.. Playing a number between 30 and 45 (not including) would be strictly dominated 
by playing 45 

_.. Knowing this, all individuals believe that everyone else will select a number 
between 45 and 60 (i.e., a_; E [45, 60]) 

_.. 60 would dominate any other selection and therefore all the players select 60. 

_.. The solution by means of iterated elimination of dominated strategies is 
(60, 60, .. . , 60) ------lOOtimes 
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Weakly dom inated strategies 

'$Z... 

':)1 A 3, 4 4, 3 
8 5, 3 3, 5 
C 5, 3 4, 3 

• There is no strictly domi nated strategy 

• There is no strictly domi nated strategy 

• However, C always gives at least the same utility to player 1 as B 

A 3, 4 4, 3 
8 5, 3 3, 5 
C 5, 3 4, 3 

• There is no strictly domi nated strategy 

• However, C always gives at least the same utility to player 1 as B 

• It's tempting to think player 1 wou ld never play t) 



A 3, 4 4, 3 
8 5, 3 3, 5 
C 5, 3 4, 3 

.., There is no strictly domi nated strategy 

.., However, C always gives at least the same utility to player 1 as B 

.., It's tempting to think player 1 would never play C 

.., However, if player 1 is sure that player two is going to play a he would be 
completely indifferent between playing 8 or C 

Definition 

aod thece is at least ooe oppooeot st,ate~gy p,ofile ~ E 5_; fo, wh ich 

II I II 
Uj(S;, 5-; j(S; , S_ i ) -

.., Given the assumptions we have, we can not eliminate a weakly domi nated strategy 

.., Given the assumptions we have, we can not eliminate a weakly domi nated strategy 

.., Rationality is not enough 



_.. Given the assumptions we have, we can not eliminate a weakly dominated strategy 

_.. Rationality is not enough 

_.. Even so, it sounds "logical" to do so and has the potential to greatly simplify a 
game 

_.. Given the assumptions we have, we can not eliminate a weakly dominated strategy 

_.. Rationality is not enough 

_.. Even so, it sounds "logica l" to do so and has the potential to greatly simplify a 
game 

_.. T here is a problem, and that is that the order in wh ich we eliminate the strategies 
matters 

_.. If we el iminate B ( C dominates weakly), then a weakly dominates band we can 
eliminate b and therefore player 1 would never play A. This leads to the result 
(C,a), 

_.. If we eliminate B ( C dominates wea y , then a weakly dominates b and we can 
el iminate b and therefore player 1 would never play A. This leads to the result 
(C,a), 

(sb) 

_.. If on the other hand, we notice that A is also weakly dominated by C then we can 
el iminate it in the first round, and this wou ld eliminate a in the second round and 
therefore B would be eliminated. T his would result in (C ,b). 
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Lecture 12: Game Theory // Nash equilibrium 

Nash equilibrium 

Remember the definition of competitive equilibrium in a market economy. 

Definition 
A competitive equilibrium in a market economy is a vector of prices and baskets x; 

such that 1) x; maximizes the utility of each individual given the price vector i.e 

x;=arg max u(x;) 
p cdotx, -S p-w; 

2) the markets empty . 

.,_ 1) means that given the prices, individuals have no incentive to demand a 
different amount 



.., 1) means that given the prices, individuals have no incentive to demand a 
different amount 

.., The idea is to extend th is concept to strategic situations 

Best response 
-=-- .---'="..i 

We denote BR;(s- ;) (best response) as the set of strategies of individual i that 
maximize her uti lity given that other individuals follow the strategy profile s_; . 
Forma lly, 

Best response 

We denote BR;(s- ;) (best response) as the set of strategies of individual i that 
maximize her uti lity given that other individuals follow the strategy profile s_; . 
Forma lly, 

Definition 
Given a strategy profile of opponents ~ · we can dtni the best response of playe~ 

------BR;(>-;) ~ acg~asu;(sf , l.,i ). ...I.Q 
--- :.= ~~.::> 

.., s; E BR;( s_; ) if and only if u;(_;; ,~;) 2: u,-(1,s_; ) for alls; E 5; 

C:f,. IJ\l (;\l'$1JcJIO (Po ~c.t;.S~tt,tAt1E:N~ tee \AMAIW .l.-) 

Best response 

We denote BR;(s_;) (best response) as the set of strategies of individual i that 
maximize her uti lity given that other individuals follow the strategy profile 5-; 

Forma lly, 

Definition 
Given a strategy profile of opponents s_; , we can define the best response of player i 

BR;(s_;) = arg max u;(s; , s_,). 

~~ 
.., s; E BR;( s_ ;) if and only if u,-(s; , s_; ) 2: u,-{s;, s_; ) for alls; E 5; 

.., There could be multiple strategies in BR,-(s_;) but all such strategies give the 
sa me ut ility to player i if the opponents are indeed playing according to s_; 



Nash equilibrium 

Definition ~ ~ ~ 

Suppose that we have a game (I = {1,2 , . .. n} , 51 , - .. ,Sn, ul,· · . , un) T hen a 
strategy profiles• = (s{ , . ... s;) is a pure strategy Nash equilibrium if for every i and .__ .. l 

foe ""Y.;:,.. E ~. ~ V.e(Vt lat>u 
u{i),~ :, u;(;: ,~ ) -:re-')) l\J t'\:;IJO 

:t~ E, Mtt ~~~~ V C 
t"tt 0-t) 

Nash equilibrium 

Definition 
Suppose that we have a game (I = {1 , 2, . .. , n}, 51 , .. . , Sn , u1 , . .. , un)- Then a 
strategy profiles*= (s{ , . . , s;) is a pure strategy Nash equi l ibrium if for every i, 
s;' E BR;(s';). 

.., Analogous to that of a competitive equilibrium in the sense that nobody has 
unilateral incentives to deviate 

Nash equilibrium 

Definition 
Suppose that we have a game (I = {1 , 2, . .. , n}, 51 , .. . , Sn , u1 , . .. , un)- Then a 
strategy profiles*= (s{ , . . , s;) is a pure strat egy Nash equilibrium if for every i, 
s;' E BR;(s';). 

.., Analogous to that of a competitive equilibrium in the sense that nobody has 
unilateral incentives to deviate 

.., once this equilibrium is reached, nobody has incentives to move from there 

Nash equilibrium 

Definition 
Suppose that we have a game (I = {1 , 2, . . , n}, 51 , .. , Sn , u1 , ... , Un)- Then a 
strategy profiles*= (s{ , . . . , s;) is a pure strategy Nash equi l ibrium if for every i, 
s;' E BR;(s';). 

.., Analogous to that of a competitive equilibrium in the sense that nobody has 
unilateral incentives to deviate 

.., once this equilibrium is reached, nobody has incentives to move from there 

.., Th is is a concept of stabi l ity, but there is no way to ensure, or predict, that the 
game will reach this equilibrium 
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Lecture 12: Game Theory // Nash equilibrium 

Some examples 

Beauty contest 

., Consider the following game among 2 people. Each individual selects a number, 
s;, between 20 and 60 

Beauty contest 

., Consider the following game among 2 people. Each individual selects a number, 
s;, between 20 and 60 

., Let 5-; be the number selected by the other individual. 



Beauty contest 

... c_onsider the following am 
s,, between 20 and 60. g e amon g 2 people. E 

ach individual selects a number, 

.., Lets . be th - , e number selected by the other individual. 

.., The utility function of the . d . . in 1v1dual i is u;(s; , s_;) = 100 - ( 3 S; - 2 5-; ) 2 

Beauty contest 

The best response of an individua l ·s . 1 g,ven by 

s; (s_;)* = J: s_ ; ifs_ ; s; 40 

Th N GO ;f '-; > 40 

e ash equilibrium is whe b re oth BR functions intersect (i .e., 

Prisoner's dilemma 

}( 

Prisoner's dilemma 

C NC 
C 5,5 0 10 

NC 10,0 2,2 
The best response functions are: 

BR;(s_; ) - { NC ;f s_; - c 

when both play 60 ) 

t1il, l G, J :: N C 
\it,(_~ ~NC 

K(, e::~ ''yNC 

Kti(S~~~c 

T he Nash equ;1;b,;um . NC ;f s_; - NC 
i.e ., (NC , NC)) is where both BR functions intersect(. 1.e., when both play NC, 



Prisoner's di lemma - A trick 

Prisoner's di lemma - A trick 

Best response of 1 to 2 playing NC 

Prisoner's dilemma - A trick 

Best response of 2 to 1 playing C 

Prisoner's di lemma - A trick 

Best response of 2 to 1 playing NC 

C NC 
C 5,5 0,10 

NC lQ,0 V 

C NC 
C 5,5 0,lQ 

NC lQ,0 V 

C NC 
C 5,5 0,lQ 

NC lQ,0 J,J 

When underlined for both players, it is a Nash equilibrium (both are doing their BR) 



Battle of the sexes 

Battle of the sexes 

Battle of the sexes 

ifs_; = G 

ifs_ ; = P 

Th BR,(s_,) ~ { G ;fs_, ~ G 

os, (G, G)y(P P) p ;fs_ ~ P 
, are both Nash equilibrium ' 

Matching pennies (Pares N o ones) - Simultaneous 

Sc 



Matching pennies (Pares o Nones) - Simultaneous 

1 2 
1 (1000,-1000) (-1000,1000) 
2 (-1000,lQQQ) (lQQQ,-1000) 

Matching pennies (Pares o Nones) - Simultaneous 

1 2 
1 (1000,-1000) (-1000,1000) 
2 (-1000,lQQQ) (lQQQ,-1000) 

BR1(s2) - { ~ 

BR,(si) - { ~ 

ifsi = 1 

if s2 = 2 

ifs1 = l 

if 52 = 2 

There is no Nash equilibrium in pure strategies 
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Nash equilibrium survive IDSDS 

Theorem 
Every Nash equilibrium survives the iterative elimination of strictly dominated strategies 

Proof 

By contradiction: 

., Suppose it is not true 

Proof 

By contradiction: 

Proof 

., Suppose it is not true ( ( -1--

., Then we must have eliminated some strategy in the Nash equilibriums* ::::0 \ I 

By contradiction: 

., Suppose it is not true 

., T hen we must have eliminated some strategy in the Nash equilibriums* 

.- Lets zoom in in the round where we first eliminate a strategy that is part of s* 



Proof 

By contradiction: 

• Suppose it is not true 

• Then we must have eliminated some strategy in the Nash equilibriu m s* 

• Lets zoom in in the round where we first eliminate a strategy that is part of s* 

• Without loss of generality say we e li minated the strategy s; of individual i 

Proof 

By contradiction: 

• Suppose it is not true 

• Then we must have eliminated some strategy in the Nash equilibriu m s* 

• Lets zoom in in the round where we first elimi nate a strategy that is part of s* 

Proof 

By contradiction: 

• Suppose it is not true 

• Then we must have eliminated some strategy in the Nash equilibriu m s* 

• Lets zoom in in the round where we first eliminate a strategy that i5(_part of s* 

• Without loss of generality say we e li minated the strategy s; of individual i 

• It must have been that 

• In particular 

Proof 

By contradiction: 

• Suppose it is not true 

• Then we must have eliminated some strategy in the Nash equil ibriums* 

• Lets zoom in in the round where we first elimi nate a strategy that is part of s* 

• Without loss of generality say we e li minated the strategy s; of individual i 

• It must have been that 

• In particular 
u;(s;*, 5-;* ) < u;(Sj , s.:. ;) 

1111--- --
• But this means st is not the best response of individual i to s_:_; 



Proof 

By contradiction: 

• Suppose it is not true 

• Then we must have eliminated some strategy in the Nash equilibrium s* 

• Lets zoom in in the round where we first eliminate a strategy that is part of s* 

• Without loss of generality say we eliminated the strategy s; of individual i 

• It must have been that 

• In particular 

• But this means st is not the best response of individual i to s~; 

• And this is a contradiction! 

Nash equilibrium survive IDSDS 

Theorem 
~ rocess of IDSDS cgm~ le sol~ on, that solution is 

and~ e. L.-----

Proof 

First let's proof its a Nash Equilibrium The fact that is unique is trivia l by the 
previous theorem 

Proof 
By contradiction: 

• Suppose that the results from IDSDS (s* ) is not a Nash Equilibrium 

Proof 

First let's proof its a Nash Equilibrium. The fact that is unique is trivia l by the 
previous theorem. 

Proof 
By contradiction: 

• Suppose that the results from I S (s*) is not a Nash Equilibrium 

• For some individual i there exit s; uch that 

D 

D 



Proof 

First let's proof its a Nash Equilibrium The fact that is unique is trivial by the 
previous theorem 

Proof 
By contradiction: 

II>- Suppose that the results from IDSDS (s*) is not a Nash Equilibrium 

II>- For some individual i there exits s; such that 

u;(s; , s~;) > u;(st, s~;) 

II>- But then Sj could not have been eliminated 

Proof 

First let's proof its a Nash Equilibrium The fact that is unique is trivia l by the 
previous theorem 

Proof 
By contradiction: 

II>- Suppose that the results from IDSDS (s* ) is not a Nash Equilibrium 

II>- For some individual i there exits s; such that 

u;(s; , s~;) > u;(st, s~;) 

II>- But then Sj could not have been eliminated 

II>- And this is a contradiction! 
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Cournot Competition 

Cournot Competition 

.,. We will apply the concept of pure Nash equilibrium to analyze oligopoly markets 

Cournot Competition 

.,. We will apply the concept of pure Nash equilibrium to analyze oligopoly markets 

.,. Suppose that there are two firms that produce the same product have zero 
marginal cost of production . 

Cournot Competition 

.,. We will apply the concept of pure Nash equil ibrium to analyze oligopoly markets 

.,. Suppose that there are two firms that produce the same product have zero 
marginal cost of production . 

.,. If firm 1 and 2 produce q1 and q2 units of the commodity respectively, the inverse 

demand function is givr0n by: 

P( Q) - 120 - Q Q - q, + q, . 
.::=-



Ccurnot Ccmpeti:ion 

., ,,v~ ,•/ II .~p,lly lh~ c,nor.!'!1U :"I i p111P. N:1~.h ~,q11i ihri11m tn :,n.~ly7P. <.ilie;<i1)r: >' m:1rk~1~ 

• Suppose that there a•e t•!JC i rms i:h ,lt .,roduc:e tre SJ me pmdud h:we zero 
111<1rii11.il w ~t <J • 1>•1.;.di.L·lio11. 

• II li 'm I .10'1 2 :,n>rl11~P. ,y1 .10'1 :fa 1.ni:~ <1i :h~ r.M-:m(,'1ilf ·~s;,er.t,i·,•"'IY, t r P. i,w~f~e 
demand function is gi-.•cn by: 

Cournol Compcti.ion 

., ',V<: .... : 11 spply lh:.• C1;rn::.·1,1l :.1f r>utl' N.i·.,h :;,qui il,riu111 l :.i i'llsly i::1.· <.Jli1:><Jf>C ~· 111.i,k::b 

• .Su1)f)<iSe th.)I t h~t P. ,, ··P. h•;I) t'rm!'. t h ,ll .. :'11\)(1111:;P. I t P. ~ .. lln~ pmdutJ h.r,;~ 7P.r(, 

marginal :::,.,~, ->: p•c,:foction . 

., Ir li•m 1 .im.l ~ :,,o.Jun· 91 .inti (.l'J .. ni.~ .;Ji .11<: 1.·:.irmm,tlily ri:::ol.'di·,•dy, l rt.· im,x:1~1.· 
dem.Jnd function is given bv: 

,-,~ Q) = 170 - Q Q = , )1 + (,~ 

Ccu,not Compcti: ion 

• Are there an,· -;cried~, d,:,minant s.t•atee: es? . @i:!CF .. 

Ccurnot CcmpP.ri:fon 



Cournot Competition 

., Are there any strictly do . • mmaot stcateg;es' Th 
A,e the,e aoy st,;ctly dom;o e aaswe, ;, oo, why' 

ated strategies? 

Cournot Competition 

., Are there any strictly dom· • maot st,ateg;es' Th 
A,e the,e aoy st,;ctly d . e aaswe, ;, oo, why' 

• Th ommated stcateg;e,7 

e strategies q; E {120 ' +oo) are strict 

Cournot Competition 

., Are there any strictly dom· • maot st,ateg;es' Th 
A,e the,e aoy st,;ctly do . e aaswe, ;, oo, why' 

• mmated stcateg;e,7 

The st,ateg;es q; E (120 . 
• A,e ' +oo) a,e st,;ctly dom;aated 

the,e aoy othe,s7 . by the st,ategy 0 

given Q-i, 

~(120 - q; -q, q_; )q; ~ 120 - 2q; _ q_; 

Cournot Competition 

., Are there any strictly do . mmant strategies? 
• A,e the,e The aaswe, ;

5 
aoy st,;ctly d . oo, why 7 

• Th ommated st,ateg;es7 

e strategies q; E {120 • A,e ' +oo) a,e st,;ctly dom;aated 
the,e aoy othe,s7 . by the st,ategy 0 

given Q-i, 

~(120 - q q, ' - q_, )q, ~ 120 - 2q, _ q_, 

., Therefore 60 strictl ~----------'Y, -d-ommates an 
_ _:.y..:q::., ::_E_'.:(6".'.0;;, 1 ~2!£0L _____ .,,, 

Cournot Competition 



Cournol Compcti.ion 

.. 

Ccurnot Ccmpt:ti: ion 

.. 
BR:(c,_,) - l2()-q ., 

2 . 

.. for any q., .: IU, t;,;)J. there exists $:,m-=- . . - . - q_,. ..- 1u. +·:x.J s!.ch chn aR.(c:-,,j _ q,· 

Ccurnot Ccmpcti: ion 

.. 
BR:(c,_,) - l2()-q ., 

2 . 

.. for••·; O• a [U !il) h . . ' .. . t ere ex1st:s $:,m: q __ , .= 1u.+:x.j s!.ch chn OR ( .· .. ' .,q-,J - q; 

:,uch a q; can nc•:er be strictly domin::te-d 

Cournot Competi:ion 

.. 

.. At:P.r OOP. rC>ll"(I of dP.1.-f 5, lO, 6CJ . IOl'I l',f l'it.rir;t.l)' ,1<11nin:,i:P.tl ,;:r:: t.P. i~ , • ,., . • ,'IN- . ..... 1.-tt •,k h: 

Cournot Competl:ion 



Cournot Competition 

.. 

Cournot Competition 

.. 

Cournot Competition 

.. 

.., Therefore Q; E [0, 30) are strictly dominated by Qi= 30 

Cournot Competition 

.. 

.., Therefore Q; E [0, 30) are strictly dominated by Qi= 30 

.., After two rounds of deletion of strictly dominated strategies, we are left with: 
5; ~ [30, 60] 



Cournot Competition 

.. 

.. q_, ~ [30, 60[ 

_.. 45 strictly dominates all strategies q; E (45, 60] 

_.. After three rounds of deletion of strictly dominated strategies, we are left with: 
5, ~ [30, 45] 

Cournot Competition 

.. 

.. q_, ~ [30, 45[ 

_.. 37.5 strictly domi nates all strategies Qj E [30, 37.5] 

_.. After four rounds of deletion of strictly dominated strategies, we are left with: 
5, ~ [37.5 , 45] 

Cournot Competition 

_.. After (i nfinitely) many iterations. the only remaining strategies are 5; = 40 

_.. The unique solution by IDSDS is qt = q2 = 40. 

Cournot Competition 

_.. There wi ll also be a unique Nash equi li brium 



Cournot Competition 

Cournot Competition 

._ T here wi ll also be a unique Nash equilibrium 

._ At any Nash equilibrium, we must have: qi E BR1(qi) and qi E BR2(qn. 

Cournot Competition 

._ T here wi ll also be a unique Nash equilibrium 

._ At any Nash equilibrium, we must have: qi E BR1(qi) and qi E BR2(qn. 

Cournot Competition 

... 120 - q2 * 120 - qj 
ql = --2-,q2 = --2-. 

._ There wi ll also be a unique Nash eq uilibrium 

._ At any Nash equilibrium, we must have: qj E BR1(qi) and qi E BR2(qj). 

... 120 - q2 * 120 - qj 
ql = --2-,q2 = --2-. 

We ca n solve for qt and q2 to obtain : 

q; = 40 , q2 = 40, o· = ao, 



Cournot Competition vs Monopoly (cartel) 

Cournot Competition vs Monopoly ( ~ 

.., In a perfectly competitive market, price equals marginal cost and the total 
quant ity produced will be Q = 120 . 

.., A monopolist wou ld solve the following maximization problem: 

7tt'\ _ mgx(~~ o·~ , p• ~ 60, nm~ 3600 ,,,. 
f ?::w 

~'°cw-~ 
?,G- ~ 

Cournot Competition vs Monopoly (cartel) 

.., In a perfectly competitive market, price equals marginal cost and the total 
quant ity produced will be Q = 120 . 

.., A monopolist would solve the following maximization problem: 

mgx(120 - Q)Q => ~ ' p• ~ 60, nm~ 3600 . 

.., The profits to each fi rm in the Cournot Competition is less than half of the 
monopoly profits 

Cournot Competition vs Monopoly (cartel) 

.., In a perfectly competitive market, price equals marginal cost and the total 
quant ity produced will be Q = 120 . 

.., A monopolist would solve the following maximization problem: 

m5x(120 - Q)Q ::::;,- Q* = 60, P* = 60, nm= 3600. 

. . . ~.,,w,1i,,so) 
.., The profits to each firm in the Cournot ~ petition is less than half of the 

monopoly profits 

.., In a duopoly, externalities are imposed on the other firm 
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Cournot Competition - General case 

.., n firms are competing a la Cournot 

.., The inverse demand function is given by· 

P(q, + q2+···q,) . 

=---=-

. . . f'J - d~c-\ q_ c· 
~ S,ppose that the cost foactioa ,s c; q;) f: f,;\ _(}\ .t, -:,. r:. __ (.; --::::=; T7 t...J'- -
.., To simplify notation, let Q_; = L #i Qj - <..::J... ---\" \....l'-



Cournot Competition - General case 

.., n firms are competi ng a la Cournot 

.., The inverse demand function is given by· 

P(q, + q2+ .. q,) . 

.., Suppose that the cost function is c;(q;) for firm i 

.., To simplify notation , let Q_; = L #i qj 

.. 

Cournot Competition - General case ~ 

®",~,p(q, + Q_,r!)- cJ;,J 
.., First order condition implies: 

dP de; 
;!'~ + P(q, + Q_,) ~ dq;(q,) 

{;r,~P(~ ~ ~(qi) 

'G P(Q)-~(q,) ~-q,~(Q) 9 l P(Q) - ~(q,) ~_ '!_,-,,dQ.,.Q•-~ - (Q~) .,.-,~ ' ~ ~~to! 
I P(Q) QP(Q)dQ O' '"" , __ 
0lJ P(Q)-¥,'.(q,) q, 1 

P(Q) - 0 , Q,e(Q) 

Cournot Competition - G:'.:en~e~,a~I ::ca:' :::=::=;=======,.., 

P(Q) - ¥,'.(q,) ~ _#7 1 

P(Q ~ 

.., T herefore in a pure strategy Nash equi librium (qi , qi , .. , q~) with 

Q* =qi + qi+ .~··~q~;.~w~e~m~u~,t~h---------..., 

P(Q*) - ~qi) qi 1 
P(Q•) - Q' CQ.P(Q• ) ' 

P(Q' )- ~qi) q2 1 

P(Q') -Q' CQp(Q' )' 

P(Q") - ~q;) q; 1 

P(Q•) -Q' CQ,P(Q• )' 

Cournot Competition - General case 

I-) 0 cu /JcCA..OAJC."5 
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Cournot Competition - General case 

._ Let us conjecture that there exists a pure strategy Nash equ ilibrium that is 
symmet ric , in which qi = qi = · · · q~ = q* 
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Cournot Competition - General case 

Cournot Competition - General case 

._ Let us conjecture that there exists a pure strategy Nash equ ilibriu m that is 
symmet ric , in which qi = qi = · · · q~ = q* 

._ In this case Q* = nq* 

._ Rewriting 

P(nq*) - -£f.(q*) 
P(nq') 

Lecture 12: Game Theory // Nash equilibrium 

Examples 

Cartels 

Cartels 

n CQ,P(nq*) 

._ Suppose there are three firms who face zero margin al cost 

._ The inverse demand function is given by ~ 



Cartels 

: Supp_ose there are three firms wh 
T he mverse demand functio . ~ face zero marginal cost 

n 1s given by: 

p(q1 + q2 + q3) = 1 -~ T . q,-q,-q, ~1-0 

he first order condition gives 

1 - 2q; - 0- ; ~ 0 = q; ~ 1 - 0- ; I 2 = BR;(O- ;) ~ - 0- ; 2 . 

Cartels 

.., Suppose there are three f 

.., The inverse demand func~~:ns _wh~ face zero marginal cost 
1s given by: 

p(q1 + q2 + q3) = 1 -~ T . q,-q,-q3 ~1-0 

he first order condition gives 

1 - 2q; - 0- ; ~ 0 = q - I - 0- ; ' - -2 = BRN ) _ I - 0- . 

~ la' Nash eq"i lib,i"m we most have· ' - , - -2 '. 

Cartels 

qi = l - q2 - qj 
2 

qi = 1-qi -qj 
2 

qj = l-qi-qi 
2 

.., The easiest wa t y o solve this first, let us add th th * 3 e ree equations to get: 

Cartels 

O ~ 2- 0·= 0· ~ ~ 4 · 

lJ tv E0- S ~K<&r tvi,cO 

~::~~ct;"3 = f 



Cartels 

Cartels 

• The easiest way to solve this first, let us add the three equations to get: 

Q' - ~ - Q' = Q' - ~. 

• Note that 

.... qi=qi=qJ=¼ 

Cartels 

• The easiest way to solve this first, let us add the three equations to get: 

Q' - ~ - Q' = Q' - ~. 

• Note that 

.... qi=qi=qJ=¼ 

,. P,;ce ;, ~4 aod all fams get the same pcofas ~ 

Cartels 



Cartels 

._ Two of the firms mer . 
that firm B ge into firm A . ~ . , wh,le one of the ffrms cem . 

Each fam then a . a,ns s;ngle, call 

gain faces the . profit maxim· . n,,-,.,9 ,,-;:::::-:·t r~ ~ ~~ ~ rltt c 1-0 
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Cartels 

._ Two of the firms mer . 
that firm B ge into firm A . ~ . , whde one of the ffrms " . 
Each fam then a . ma,ns s;ngle, call 

gain faces the . profit maximization proble . 

max(!- . m. 2 . ~ 
.I- -1-0.,~ (/,.(-- l-~ " q, - q_ ,)q; - BR;(q_, ) ~ 1 - q_, 

~k ~1;rD ---r;;, ~ 
'ZP/::::, t ~1--

._ T herefore 

Cartels 

._ Solving this: 

Cartels 

._ Solving this: 

._ The price is then * P ~ 1/ 3 

qA = l - q£3 
2 

q£3 = i - qA 
2 

~ 
?'(-~ ,--- l _,. \ { -:: l s 
f, q:, (I/ °' )-., [ / "i 
~ \\~-ll 

"\\~ ,/ ~ Tue)-' \t \B 
~~ 



Cartels 

._ Solving this: 

._ The price is then p* = 1/ 3 

._ If the profits are shared equally among firms 1 and 2 who have merged, then 
profits of firms 1 and 2 are 1/ 18 whereas firm 3 obtains a profit of 1/ 9 
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._ Solving this: 

._ The price is then p* = 1/ 3 

._ If the profits are shared equally among firms 1 and 2 who have merged, then 
profits of firms 1 and 2 are 1/ 18 whereas firm 3 obtains a profit of 1/ 9 

._ Firms 1 and 2 suffered, whi le firm 3 is better off! 

Cartels 

._ Solving this: 

._ The price is then p* = 1/ 3 

._ If the profits are shared equally among firms 1 and 2 who have merged, then 
profits of firms 1 and 2 are 1/ 18 whereas firm 3 obtains a profit of 1/ 9 

._ Firms 1 and 2 suffered, whi le firm 3 is better off! 

._ Firm 3 is obtain ing a disproportionate share of the joint profits (more than 1/ 3) 

Cartels 

._ You might expect that 3 may wa nt to join the cartel as wel l. . 



Cartels 

~ You m,ght expect that 3 may waot to JO'" the cartel as well l 
~ lo the mooopo!;st pcoblem we solve 6\ ,,. ~ V ~~,::;. t\- \ 

~"'~'l-r-s ~ f~:1:~J, t L~:~ 
if':- l ~ ~ A-, \ 

ll'-"~ 

Cartels 

.,_ You might expect that 3 may want to join the cartel as well. . 

.,_ In the monopolist problem, we solve: 

.,_ ~otal frofits then are given by ¼ which means that each firm obtains a profit of 

12 < 9 

Cartels 

.,_ You might expect that 3 may want to join the cartel as well. . 

.,_ In the monopolist problem, we solve: 

mJx(l - Q)Q = Q' - ~-

.,_ ~otal frofits then are given by ¼ which means that each firm obtains a profit of 

12 < 9 

.,_ Firm 3 clearly wants to stay out 

Cartels 

There are many ifficulties associated with sustaining collusive agreements (e.g., the 
~cartel) 


